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Answer: A, B 

QUESTION: 66 
Refer to Detail Section Button. 
Instead of asking you to pull data yourself, the client has instead asked you for a file layout 
specification for their product cost data, which they will provide. Recall that each product line will 
have only one avg cost for a given fiscal year, and that cost will be the same regardless of the 
entity that uses it.Which information from the list below should be communicated to the client in 
order for them to provide an appropriate file? (SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) 

A.   File Delimiter 
B.   Number of Records in the File 
C. Which Fields to Pull 
D. Order of the Fields in the File 
E. (none of the above are required) 

Answer: A, C, D 

QUESTION: 67 
Refer to Detail Section Button. 
After careful consideration, the client has decided that they would rather input the standard cost 
rates via SmartView using an add-in, in order to create flexibility for what-if analysis down the 
road.Which of the following is an example of an appropriate intersection for end users to input 
Avg Cost for the Budget->Working->FY06 based on the requirements above? (SELECT THE 
BEST ANSWER) 

A. BegBalance->No Function->NY 
B.   BegBalance->No Function->No Entity 
C. BegBalance->Product Line 1->NY 
D. BegBalance->Product Line 1->No Entity 
E. Jan->No Function->NY 
F.   Jan->No Function->No Entity 
G. Jan->Product Line 1->NY 
H. Jan->Product Line 1->No Entity 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 68
 
Refer to Detail Section Button.
 
Which of the following is an appropriate calc for modeling the above scenario for Budget-
>Working->FY06?
 
NOTE: Assume we are trying to calculate Cost of Revenue for the NY entity, for the month of Jan,
 
for Product Line 1. There are no 'tricks' or exclusions based on syntax, but rather this test item
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evaluates business logic. 

A. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"->"No Function"->"No 
Entity"/12; 
B.   "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"->"No Function"->"No 
Entity"; 
C. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"->"No Entity"/12; 
D. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"->"No Entity"; 
E. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"/12; 
F.   "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"->"BegBalance"; 
G. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"/12; 
H. "Cost of Revenue" = "Units Sold" * "Avg Cost"; 
I.   (none of the above are logically valid because units sold is missing -> operators) 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 69 
Refer to Detail Section Button. 
At this point in the planning process, the client has successfully completed the first step of the 
budgeting cycle and are able to look at Gross Margin across all Profit Centers, and across all 
Entities, for all Periods in the Budget, FY06, Working intersection of the database. The next step 
in the budgeting cycle calls for the input of Operating Expenses to the various Cost Centers. While 
G&A costs are only found in the Corporate entity, Marketing costs may be found across all 
regions.Based on the information above, which of the following is TRUE regarding user setup and 
security?(SELECT ALL THAT APPLY) 

A. Security must be enabled on the Custom Dimension "Function" 
B.   Cost Center Managers do not need to be granted access to the Entity dimension 
C. Only users who need to input into the Marketing cost center need to be granted access to the 
entity dimension 
D. (none of the above statements are true) 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 70 
Refer to Detail Section Button. 
After the completion of input to the various cost centers, Direct Expense data now exists across all 
of the G&A cost centers in the Corporate entity, and the Marketing cost center will have Direct 
Expense data in all Entities (Corporate and Regions). To better support management reporting 
needs, your client has requested the inclusion of allocations in the process in order to look at 
profitability by Region by Product Line. To do this, they have designed a waterfall-style allocation 
process that should first allocate Operating Expenses for G&A cost centers from Corporate into the 
Regions, and then secondly allocate all Operating Expenses in each region down to the Profit 
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Center/Product Line level.Direct Expenses in the G&A cost centers need to get allocated to the 
Operating Regions using headcount that exists in the Regions as the basis.Looking at the image 
below, which area of the report will show the results of this allocation? 

A.  a 
B.  b 
C. c 
D. d 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 71
 
Refer to Detail Section Button.
 
Which of the following is a valid calculation for this allocation?
 
NOTE: Assume we are looking to calculate the value in the Budget, Working, FY06, Jan
 
intersection of the cube, for the MD entity. The result of this allocation WILL return a non-zero
 
value.
 

A. <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"All Entities" * "Direct Expenses" -
>"Total G&A"; 
B.   <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"Operating Regions" * "Direct Expenses" 
->"Total G&A"; 
C. <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"MD" * "Direct Expenses" ->"Total 
G&A"; 
D. <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"All Entities" * "Direct Expenses" -
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>"Total G&A" ->"All Entities"; 
E. <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"Operating Regions" * "Direct 
Expenses"->"Total G&A" ->"All Entities"; 
F.   <Amount to be Allocated> = Headcount/Headcount->"MD" * "Direct Expenses" ->"Total 
G&A"; 

Answer: E 

QUESTION: 72
 
Refer to Detail Section Button.
 
The client is concerned that after allocating the data to the G&A expenses from Corporate to the
 
Regions, that when he looks at "All Entities", he will have his operating expenses double-counted.
 
So he requests that an offsetting amount be calculated to avoid this. Looking at the image below,
 
where should the value of the offset appear?
 

A.  a 
B.  b 
C. c 
D. d 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 73 
Refer to Detail Section Button. 
As a final step in the budgeting process, the client would like to have included budgeted amounts 
for Interest Income and Interest Expense in the budgeting model.  Unfortunately, to get that - the 
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client will need to incorporate Balance Sheet line items into the model. Before going through the 
trouble and expense, he asks about Hyperion capabilities for solving simultaneous equations, 
because to properly model the above, the following scenarios occur:
Interest Income dependent on the value in Cash on the Balance Sheet 
Net Income Before Taxes is dependent on the value of Interest Income 
Retained Earnings is dependent on the value of Net Income Before Taxes 
Cash is dependent on Retained Earnings
Which of the following should you tell your client? 

A.   Through the use of Variables, we could address this issue. 
B.   Through the use of Looping, we could address this issue. 
C. Through the use of Financial Intelligence, we could address this issue. 
D. Through a Custom Defined Macro, we could address this issue. 
E. It is impossible to model simultaneous equations in Hyperion. 

Answer: B 
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